
Empty decorative candles frost house Jar of purple candles

Why do you choose Sacrible glass utensils

The maximum dedication of the design, never pressing quality
Sacrible glass utensils Protecting customer designs accurately, not all the
newly designed items have been copied from us three years ago.

Product quality is the main focus in Sacrible glass utensils. Sacrible glass
utensils Once 80,000 computers of glass vessels are demolished, with a
barely visible defect.
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product name Empty decorative candles frost house Jar of purple candles

Timing 1. 5 when there is a glass shape and size
2. 15 days, if you need new glass shapes and sizes
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Measures

Item number: sghl21121538
Higher Dia: 80mm
Lower Dia: 74mm
Height: 90mm
Weight: 290g
Capacity: 300 ml

Mobilization Ordinary packing, individual gift box, PVC box, window box,
colored box, white box, etc.

Delivery time Within 35 days after confirming the sample and I ask

Payment Deposit 30 % of T/T introduction and balance for the B/L version

shipment By sea, by air, by Express and your shipping agent is acceptable

Suitable use Home decor, wedding decoration, wedding preferences,
enhancement of decoration,



Luxury designed with different finishes, ideal for your DIY candles as an
amazing scented candles that express luxurious seasonal greetings.



Central pieces wedding and waste: Sacrible glass utensils The owner of the
vowed candle is a small addition to your own extra special event, as it creates
a delightful wedding decor for all your family and friends to remember your
celebration.
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Perfect axial decorations: Vow Candle holders It is a great home decoration
table axis and any occasions such as wedding, Christmas, Thanksgiving party,
Halloween, Valentine's Day, anniversary, Christmas, etc.
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Sacrible glass utensils The design of a dedicated drawing of the jar
decorations and the steel service provides glass tractor and glass
covers.
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